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Abstract:
Economic development of low permeability, unconventional reservoirs has necessitated
the development of leading edge horizontal drilling, completion, and stimulation
techniques. As early as the 1980's, bold statements were made indicating that there
were little advances in horizontal drilling technologies required,but that significant
improvements in stimulation and completion technologies were necessary.

This presentation starts by asking the audience to consider two questions:
1) Does completion technology lag behind drilling technology? and
2) Can we drill longer wells than we can effectively complete/stimulate?

Through a historical overview of game changing developments which allowed economic
exploitation of tight reservoirs in the North Sea and Europe, it is shown that completion
engineers were able to keep up with the advances made in horizontal drilling. Lessons
learned through the 1990's can be applied to the development of unconventional
reservoirs.

For the "resource plays" of today, it is recognized that the challenge for completion
technologies to keep pace with drilling advances are different than in the
past. Economic, supply chain, logistics and environmental challenges may present the
largest hurdles. Today's challenges and limitations are discussed along with
innovation solutions currently being applied.

The presentation wraps up by posing the future question: Are completion engineers
prepared to effectively stimulate and complete the "3-mile lateral"? What will future field
developments look like and what new completion technologies are required? Can we
bridge the gap between drilling and completion in unconventional reservoirs?
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